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EDITORIAL

This issue is notable in at least two respects:

we are

pleased to present the first contribution hy a"woman member - a most
scholarly one too - and the first in a series of interviei^s with mem
bers of the organisation. The subject of this first one is iielvin Ivatiiian, a founder member and editor of the first issue of NUTS NOTES way

back in July 1959. T.-7© hope to include in succeeding issues interviews
with two other ?Tveterans::; Bob Sparks and Stan Greenberg.
¥R(M TH£ SUOi;aTAi:Y

Fourteen .members attended the 'crisis' meeting held in London
on January 23. The idea of the meeting was that with people like Bob
Sparks, Stan Greenberg and Martin James finding themselves unable to the

i'TUTS as much time as they would like we were faced with the -possibility
of not having enough members to do the compiling work.'however, the
meeting came up with some good ideas .- using outside London" compilers
and getting a piece in A? about difficulties facing the organisation.
As a result of this there are now 8 list compilers instead of 5. 2iel~
vin's piece in Athletics IJeekly brought in 23 (yes, twenty-five) offers
of help. These have all been acknowledged and we are sifting through
them. I think we will find some promising members and the future looks
assured.

I must apologise to Graham Tanner* Due to 'printing diffi
culties- he did not get credit for the article wIiow bright is our
athletics future?" in our last issue.
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Vie welcome as a new member John Lusardi,2-!- London I?.oad, IJest
Croydon, Surrey. John is well known'as Editorial Assistant of Athletics

Je.ekly, and as such is interested particularly in young athletes. His
primary function in the organisation will be to help Ian Smith with his
junior and youth lists.

"Outlook Two: A Careers Symposium'" was published recently;
amo.g the contributors is John Kithhing( ;;0n Interviews-')-, still 7th
best UA javelin thrower in 19'6.~. He is a marketing director with Stan
dard Telephones a.nd Cables Ltd.

•.-jl^.^y^'••' WIT.[ jffiL ^aTiLUJ^j^To^I in a series

You have• always been ^professional journalist, firstly v;ith
the Potters Bar .Gazette, which-has, like many other local newspapers in
recent years, ceased publication, and then as editor of "!/orId""Athleticsand assist ant editor of "Athletics Weekly1, [low do you think British-

athletics writers compare with their opposite numbers in other countries,
and do you cinsider the training of journalists should be- given much
more attention in this country?

By and large, I would say that British trackwriters are no

•better or worse than their foreign counterparts. The majority (lets say

»0%),- and^I-ni^referring here specifically to correspondents of the

national dailies and '..undays plus the two London evenings, are competent

journalists writing attractive -and interesting co-rv for a basically
uninformed public.,1 handful of writers (iCvO, mostly employed by the
more sober of our newspaper-j are outstanding in torms of craftrianship
and knowledge;they compare favourably with ant trackwriters in the"
world .At .the other end of the scale, another segment of about 10).' do
the sport no credit-at all, although in fairness to them athletics -"av

be only their third or fourth-string sport and in the absence of any "

specialised- knowledge they nay seek to justify their existence..bv sear
ching for -sensations- ."The "economics of the news?*?.-per •• world are" sue1-'

tiiat a man cannot- be employed solely to cover athletics ,,n& as a result

tne term- dac:;. of all trades and master of nono;- is applicable to some

sportswnters. if the standard and extent of athletics reoortinr in this
country is not as high as could be desired, I think the blame rSsts on

